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Abstract 

This paper first analyzed the content distribution technology in P2P video-on-demand system, then compared the 
characteristics of different distribution strategies, and proposed a multi-source multi-path algorithm for content 
distribution, the simulation results showed that this algorithm of dynamic analysis is much better than the static 
analysis algorithm and F / CN algorithm in terms of significantly reducing the server load. 
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1. Preface 

With the development of Internet technology, the streaming media application has been rapidly 
popularized. According to the latest Internet development statistics, about 80% of 210 million Internet 
users in China is users of online music and online video, the providing of streaming media services has 
become a mainstream business of Internet. The main streaming media applications are currently the C / S 
(Client / Server) mode, the IP multicast mode and CDN (Content Delivery Network) mode. The 
traditional streaming media system based on C / S mode can not support a large number of users 
simultaneously online because of its poor scalability, heavy server load and other problems. Due to the 
deployed proxy server is expensive, CDN technology is not applicable to large-scale streaming media 
applications. IP multicast technology at the network layer provides the service that send the data packet to 
a group of computers with the same address, thus greatly reducing the server load. However, due to the 
complexity of the technology itself, it is difficult to achieve the problems such as congestion control and 
reliable transmission, so it doesn’t get large-scale application. 

P2P technology is different from the network architecture of C / S, it weakens the role of the server, or 
even cancels the server. The p2p users are directly interconnected, the two sides are equal, sharing the 
same resources and collaboratively completing a task. P2P is equal to each node, so that each node has 
functions of both Client and Server, that is, in the enjoyment of the service, the node can also provide 
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services for other nodes. P2P technology can take good use of the storage and bandwidth and other 
resources of ordinary node in the network, thus it has been successfully applied in file sharing, distributed 
computing, collaborative work, Internet stores, etc. Using the P2P technology to achieve large-scale 
streaming media applications is a viable solution. 

2. Comparison of the Performance of Content Distribution Strategy 

The performance comparison of a variety of content distribution methods is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 the performance comparison of a variety of content distribution methods 

 

the C / S 
transmission 
mode 

 

the single-
source 
path 

 

the single-
source 
multipath 

 

the generation of 
single-source 
points 

 

the multi-
source 
multipath 

 

load balancing 

 
bad general excellent general excellent 

management 
overhead small general big general big 

fairness general bad strong general strong 

fault tolerance bad bad strong general strong 

adaptability to the 
heterogeneous 
networks 

 

general bad strong bad strong 

scability bad general strong general strong 

For the distribution strategy of P2P video on demand system, the multi-path strategy manifests a lot of 
advantages in the load balancing and scability, it is more suitable for the present Internet of heterogeneous 
environment. Although the single-path strategy does not have advantages in these areas, in the 
environment with better network performance in the future, it can manifest its advantages in management 
overhead and difficulty level of system design. 

3. The Implementation of Content Distribution Strategy 

3.1. Way to System Realization 

 The user terminal equipment has a certain storage space, it can upload for many other users, and in the 
access network it has lower latency, different users can easily share their cache. Therefore, all online 
users’ cache and the disks of media server are formed a global buffer of access network (Global Buffer, 
GB).The media server takes charge of the content in GB, the most popular videos should be cached as a 
priority in GB. When users demand the video, the media server in access network looks over if there are 
blocks meeting their requirements in GB, if there are then judge whether the node where the block locates 
has been fully loaded, otherwise the node is up to provide service. If there are several nodes, we can 
choose based on the principle of load balancing, if the requested content does not exist in GB, the media 
server needs to send a request to the central server through the backbone network to download the block at 
the beginning of the video, and preserved in the media server, then serves to the request. The system 
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adopts the mixed buffer zone design, that is, the buffer zone consists of two parts of the pre-preservation 
zone and play and buffer zone. The pre-preservation zone preserves the demanding popular block 
computed based on the strategy.   

3.2. The Strategy to Cache the Latest Playing 

The simplest strategy is to cache the latest watched video block. The traditional P2P streaming media 
strategy adopts the dynamic buffer window, it only preserves the latest playing block, the contents cached 
in client continuously change with the playing progress, this method is simply designed. However, in 
general, nodes can not serve to each other if there is a large difference in arrival time between the previous 
and the later, which will cause the system to reduce the scability. 

3.3. The Static Distribution Strategy 

Through the statistical analysis of user’s behavior, we can obtain the statistics of user’s behavior 
characteristics in the past period, and then determine the popularity of different video blocks. If only takes 
time as a basis for the distribution, we call it as the static distribution strategy. For each block of a video, 
we store a array to represent its priority preserved in GB, the ith item in the array represents the preserving 
priority of the ith block, the block with the higher priority should be preserved first when the new node is 
added. 

                         
ki ki

ki ki

A
=

A
U

U
                                                              3.1  

In the above formula, kiU  represents the available resource channels number of the ith block in video 
k at that moment, kiA  is the popularity of its history. For the popular videos, in addition to the proxy 
server in GB , the user’s node will be preserved in most of the video clips, the pre-preservation zone of 
user’s node may change the content with the playing progress and the decrease in the popularity of other 
blocks in this video. The longer the video plays, the more tendency to retain the later video block. When a 
node demands a video, it first sends requests to the united media server, the server processes the request, 
if the GB includes the requested video block, it will provide service following the manner described in the 
previous provision. 

The algorithm that the pre-preservation zone of the new added nodes will preserve which block is as 
follows (for a video k): 

(1) The media server is in the priority array, search for the highest priority block in the line of the 
requested video; 

(2) If the block is the initial block, the pre-preservation zone of the requested note will preserve the 
initial block, end; 

(3) If the block is not the initial block or the block is being or is about to be played by a certain node 
(in a playing time of a block), then pre-preservation zone of that node will retain the block, then 
recalculate the priority of the block and jump to step (1); 

If the block is not the initial block and the priority block can’t be played by a node in a playing time of 
a block, then give up this choice, choose the second priority block, and jump to step (2). 

3.4. Dynamic Prefetching Strategy 
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Dynamic prefetching strategy is based on users’ behavior characteristics and users’ online situation to 
estimate the demand situation of the entire system at the next moment, thus judge the most scarce block in 
system, and preferred cache these blocks. So the dynamic prefetching strategy is divided into two stages: 

(1) Estimate the users’ online situation at the next scheduling moment, then calculate the priority array 
of each block; 

(2) Determine the content of each buffer zone according to the priority array. 
According to the priority of each block to determine the content preserved in the cache zone of each 

node, the algorithm is as follows (for a video k): 
(1) Calculate the priority array according to the situation of online and predication; 

(2) The proxy server is in the priority array [ ]tA i , search for the block with the highest priority; 
(3) If the block is the first one, then the pre-reservation zone of the requested node will preserve this 

video, then determine whether there are any new added nodes haven’t been assigned with the cached 
content ,if not, the algorithm is over, otherwise, skip to step (1); 

(4) If the block is not the first one and that the block is being or is about to ( in a playing time of a 
block ) be played by a node, the pre-reservation zone of this node will retain this block, change the online 
situation of users, skip to step (1); 

(5) If the block is not the first one and that the block can not be played by a node in a playing time of a 
block, select the second priority block, skip to step (3). 

4. Simulation Experiment 

We use the simulation method to process performance simulation on the described algorithm. Generate 
the user's request arrival model by Matlab, the request arrival rate is consistent with the Poisson 
distribution, the user's online time is accordance with the lognormal distribution, the values of the 
lognormal distribution parameters in this simulation is (8,1,5). Assuming the node cache size of each user 
is a block, according to the principle of sub-blocks, we divide a 120-minute video into 24 blocks, 5 
minutes for each block, the video adopts the  fixed-rate of coding as 2Mb / S. 

In a media server, the node scale in providing services depends on its flow needed to be provided at the 
same time. So our main concern is the bandwidth resources consumed by media server. No matter what 
kind of P2P strategy, when the content requested by users is not available in other nodes, it is necessary to 
request the media server, the server needs to create a new channel to serve, the more the number of 
channels, the greater the server load. If the content requested by users can be achieved between nodes 
without the server to create a new stream, we call it node hit. We define 

      4.1  
In the initial implementation of the simulation experiment, we compared the strategy to cache the latest 

block, F / CN strategy based on the request frequency statistics and dynamic prefetching strategy, and 
then calculated their bandwidth requirements and node hit rate in Edge Server, the results are shown in 
Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1 the bandwidth consumption comparison of media server in three kinds of cache and replacement strategies for nodes 

 

Figure 4.2  the comparison of node hit rate in three kinds of cache and replacement strategies for nodes 

From Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 we can see that the most obvious performance improvement of dynamics 
prefetching strategy based on user’s behavior prediction is in the improvement of node hit rate of user's 
request, the simulation result figure 4.2 showed that about 90% of user’s requests can be met between 
nodes without the need of the server to create a new channel, thus reducing the bandwidth requirements of 
server-side.  

As for the strategy to cache the latest block, since the users only preserve the latest playing block, 
under the condition that the request strength is not large, due to the arrival time intervals of different users 
is too large, there is no coordination between the various nodes, so the server-side requires for a larger 
bandwidth, and the node hit rate is lower. For the network streaming media, this strategy is more suitable 
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for some content with high request rate at the same period, for example, the P2P live streaming live 
broadcasts or some very popular P2P video on demand. In Figure 4.1, with the increasing of the arrival 
rate of user’s request strength, the F / CN replacement strategy and the strategy to cache the latest block 
have a similar situation, indicating that under the condition that the user’s request behavior is not quite the 
same, a strategy based on the request frequency statistics is similar to the performance of strategy that 
only caches the latest block and doesn’t make any predictions.   

 In summary, we believe that the mixed P2P cache content replacement strategy can improve the 
system’s scability, compared to the strategy to cache the latest block and F / CN replacement strategy, the 
dynamic prefetching strategy based on user’s behavior prediction can reduce the bandwidth requirements 
of server, enhance the user's node hit rate, and excellently play the performance of P2P. But in order to 
obtain the required prediction information, the management overhead will increase, especially the real-
time access to user's online situation, so the actual design of the system can select a compromise between 
the two. 
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